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•  Research question: “How does the use of mobile devices 
by socially excluded women aged 16-24 impact on 
their capabilities?”

•  Focus on women: gendered inequality: 
–  Low wages, lone parenthood, impact of cuts in services
–  Recession has seen a “marked deterioration in the economic welfare 

of women” (McKay, Campbell, et al., 2013)

–  More women than men NEET (Not in Employment, 
Education or Training) for more than a decade

–  Lifelong impact: Women spending any time NEET between 
16-23 will have spent 36 months out of work by the age of 
34 (Young Women’s Trust, 2014)
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•  Exploratory research: gaps in literature and data
•  Qualitative approach: Semi-structured interviews 

women & intermediaries, observation 

•  Settings: Drop in advice centres for young people
•  30 women: data snapshot

–  9 homeless or in Nightstop temporary accommodation
–  12 Unemployed

–  8 parents, 3 pregnant women
–  16 no computer

–  16 iPhone, 9 Samsung
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•  Theoretical framework: 
–  Capability approach: how technology might 

contribute to women’s capabilities to lead lives 
they value (Nussbaum, 2001) (Zheng & Stahl 2011)

–  Relational affordances: what actions the phones 
might enable or inhibit (Mediated action perspective: Kaptelinin,& Nardi, 
2012, Sun, 2014)

•  Thematic analysis based on this framework
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2. Smartphones & the digital divide�


•  Domestic broadband
– Nationwide: 82% broadband access at home
– My sample: 44% broadband access at home 

so “digitally excluded”
•  Smartphones ubiquitous
– Nationwide: 88% of 16-24s own a 

smartphone, compared to 61% of all adults 
(OFCOM)

– My sample: 86%



“Smartphone use means that the majority of 
young people I work with have easy access  
to online stuff which certainly wasn’t 
necessarily the case when I first started five 
years ago”
Career advisor working with unemployed 
young people in economically deprived area
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Financial pressures can lead to 
intermittent access to data and voice, 
broken contracts:
“I've gone quite a while without credit because I 
haven't had any money so its been difficult”
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“The contract has been cut, basically… Its 
because I pay every fourth month but right now, 
like, I’m not getting paid at work.
So you’ve got no way of using your phone? 

Sometimes if I have a wifi… then it will work.” 
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Instrumental use of mobile devices to 
improve life circumstances
•  Use of devices in health, education, 

work, housing
•  40% access health information
•  Affordances: 
– Private interaction
– Video delivery of content
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“I go on HealthMedical. I’ve got illnesses with mental 
health problems... to get the support that I need or if I 
have any problems with my eating habits.
So did you find that information through an app?
Yeah I got some of the information through YouTube. I 
would rather see it on YouTube because I find it really 
difficult reading a lot of information because I’ve got 
comprehension difficulties so video’s better” 
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Affordances: Usability challenges 
for instrumental use
Work and benefits
•  26% accessing work & benefits 

information using their phones
•  Small screens, text input difficult
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“Young people are relying on 
their mobile phones for 
Internet use in terms of job 
search and opportunities”
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“A lot of online applications you can’t 
complete on a mobile phone. And they 
will still try and do it through their 
phone and it ends up being a much 
poorer standard of application than if 
they had sat down at a computer. 
You can’t write long texts and young 
people are used to using phones in a 
certain way which is quick messaging.” 
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Affordances: Aggregating 
data on social networking 
sites
Porous boundaries: Sites 
of performance and 
mutual evaluation (Couldry 2010) 

“…your employers can get on your 
Facebook now can't they?” 
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•  Shift from binary access/non access to 
gradations in use and access; Second 
Level Divide 

•  van Dijk appropriation of a technology: 
four phases of access
–   motivational, material,  skill,  usage

4. Implications for van Dijk’s theory of 
the digital divide



4. Implications for van Dijk’s theory of 
the digital divide

Testing this theory against my research with 
socially excluded young women
1. Motivational & Material

Complicated by unstable access
2. Skill

Diverse platforms, usability challenges 
3. Usage

Instrumental use widespread but limited by 
affordances of the device



Theoretical framework: Capabilities and affordances
1.  Capabilities�

Way of looking at outcomes of device use �
Understanding ‘adaptive preferences’ – choices 
that women make

2.  Affordances 
Means to approach the materiality & multi-
functionality of the device; its’ limitations, 
possibilities 
Understanding ‘genderscripts’ & impact of device 
on gendered relationships

4. Implications for van Dijk’s theory of 
the digital divide
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